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identity was undergoing a swift change when Burke
^fwas writing Reflections so as to counter the upheaval in the
^—
neighboring country and the possibility that Britain should
follow suit. Even though there remained enough of traditional
Britishness to devise a bipolar representation of new French ways and
permanent British ones, new representations were coming close to
holding sway in an alarming reshuffling of cards. The French had just
discovered that the British were not free.^ At the same time, the manner
in which their British imitators were trumpeting French events blatandy
showed that, far from praising the French for imitating the Revolution
' Conor Cruise O'Brien, ed., KeJkcHons on the Revoktion in France [1790], by Edmund Burke
(1969; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982), 145. Intratextual citation throughout (for B^ections
only). Burke was not exactly siiggesting that the French were overthrowing decades of
imitation of Britain, as will be shown further down.
Copyright © 2009 AMS Press, Inc. All rights reserved.
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of 1688, they were expecting a British imitation of the France that had
just risen. From representation of Britain as model of the civilized world
one was being transferred to a representation of France as the model for
a new era.
Burke's contemporaries generally came to the conclusion that
Ructions 'Svas less a serious commentary on France than a statement
about English politics,"^ which invalidated the book completely. I
propose to view it as a statement about the way the British should look
at their neighbors the better to understand them both in their previous
and emerging identities. It also was an attempt to bring before their eyes
the crossroads where their identity was coming to stand. There indeed
was some provocation in Burke's, mild though they were, praises of the
France that was fast disappearing. Yet the private Burke was somewhat
different from the pubKc one of Reflections, and correspondingly closer
to the views of his own critics.' That he should have deliberately
incurred the displeasure of aU that mattered in British politics, while
speaking his mind in a more conventional manner in private only, calls
for explanation. Otherwise, one is faced with the untenable contention
that the public Burke was courting political suicide while the private
Burke was viciously more agreeable to his countrymen's prejudices.
An explanation can be provided along the lines of Leo Strauss's
theorization of oblique writing in Rersecution and the Art of Writing^
Reflections obviously is a far cry from Strauss's account as Burke labored
under no persecution stricto sensu, yet some of Strauss's essays bring to
light a rather comparable mood that reaches beyond a degree of partisan
malevolence on Burke's part.

^ L. G. Mitchell, ed, ^jflections on the "Revolution in France, by Edmtmd Burke (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1993), x.
^ See his worries about Made-Antoinette's poor grasp of politics and "intrigues" (Burke, letter
to Richard Burke, 13 December YI^\,m.TheFrench Revolution: /7P0-/7P4, by Edmund Burke,
ed. L. G. Mitchell, voL 8of TheWritings and Speeches ofEdmund Burke,general ed. Paul Langford
[Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989], 46; see also Mitchell, ed.. Reflections, 302) and his strictures
on Louis XVI (Burke, letter to Lord Fitzwilliam, 12 November 1789, in Mitchell, ed.. Writings
and Speeches,46, as against the far more positive views laid before his readership inMitchell, ed..
Reflections, 177,241—42).
Leo Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing (1952; Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1988).
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^ Crying Wolf ^
The initial move was indeed to misrepresent Richard Price's Discourse on
the Love of Our Country. Burke's summary of his encapsulation of the
Glorious Revolution brought under three successive headings,
1. To choose our own governors.
2. To cashier them for misconduct
3. To frame a government for ourselves, (99)
what actually went as follows;
First; The right to liberty of conscience in religious matters.
Secondly; The right to resist power when abused. And,
Thirdly; The right to chuse our own governors; to cashier
them for misconduct; and to frame a government for
ourselves.^
By leaving out an unobjectionable liberty of conscience.Burke may
by and large, no matter his growing dissatisfaction with the political
positions of Nonconformists,^ have stuck to his earlier pleas in favor of
religious toleration. As for the elimination of Price's second point, it
erased its compatibility with the Revolution Settlement altogether and
threw the supposed core of the Discourse 'ssAo relief: absolute democracy
based on popular sovereignty. The latter would destroy the balanced
outcome depicted at length in Reflections. Indeed, French revolutionaries
were not, contrary to the beliefs of the British elite, trying to imitate the
Glorious Revolution, but it was their own ideas that they were intent on
exporting with the help of their Nonconformist sympathizers. Secondly,
the latter were not priding themselves on France's acceding to some
caique of the Glorious Revolution, since the Revolution before their
eyes was that of 1642-49 on which they tagged the French Revolution
(99), and Burke suggested that the fates of both Louis XVI and

^ Richard Price, A Discourse on the Love of Our Country (London: T. CadeB, 1789), 34.
' An early instance is Speech on a Billforthe Relief of the Protestant Dissenters,1773, The Works ofthe
RightHonourahleEdmundBurke (London:George BeB andSons, 1907—10), 6:107—8,113.There
also is aletter to the Dissenter, Richard Bright,on 18 Fehruary1790, in O'Brien,ed.. Reflections,
26. Part of its sting may have originated in reading Price's Discourse.
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George III would tie up with that of Charles 1.^ Ideological fascination
pointed to a hair-raising future facilitated by the about-turn of French
revolutionaries and the Revolution Society chiming with.
Even though the title of the book was infelicitous as it overlooked
the interplay of "two systems,"® Burke was perfectly conscious of his
twofold aim: "Whenever our neighbour's house is on fire, it cannot be
amiss for the engines to play a little on our own" (92). The tapos could
be found, among others, in Horace' and Erasmus;'" there definitely was
something flippant in it, since ^flections purported to be an answer to a
private request about France by a young French friend of the Burkes,
Charles Jean-Frangois Depont. Burke's aim primarily was to build up
some incentive to resist the new France while countering suspicion of
francophobia. The latter had a long official history of defense of
Protestantism and mixed monarchy that he could not afford to
challenge. Yet it was envisageable to make it plain that his hatred was
reserved for the new France alone, as it was not renouncing Catholicism
and absolutism in favor of a more acceptable order, and as its British
importers were bent on disrupting national institutions. One knows,
even if Burke's exclusion from the Whig party in 1791 is left out, what
a ntixed reception Reflections met with, before the tide turned and a mob
ransacked the home of the leading reformer, Joseph Priestley, thus
taking Burke's cautionary advice much farther than he recommended,
while forgetting that they had nearly wreaked the same havoc on him as
a suspected Catholic in the course of the 1780 Gordon Riots. In the
meantime, inflammatory revolutionary rhetoric turned his stand against
"a swinish multimde" (173) into one against "the swinish multitude" so
as to expose him to popular vindictiveness." It amounted to ignoring

' Bernard Cottiet, "Revolutions de France, d'Amerique et d'Angleterre," FmntimsA (1992):
114.
® Mitchell, ed., Fsflections,xiv.
'"For your own safetyis at stake, when yourneighbour's wall catches fire" QEpistles,i, 18, L 84),
Dictionary ofQuotations, trans. A. Norman Jeffares and Martin Gray (Glasgow: Collins, 1995),
335.
'"Jean Delumeau, Lapeuren Occident (XlVe-XVIIIe sikles):Une cite assiegee (1978; Paris: Fayard,
1996), 353.
" Italics rnine. That careful reading of
has hardly advancedis apparent, for instance,
from Eric Foner's use of the generalizing 'the' in the course of his introduction to Paine's
Rights ofMan[1791,1792] (notes Henry Collins, 1969 [1984; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985],
15).
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that those that he let fly at were just particular factions in no manner to
be equated with the bulk either of France or of Britain.
Tellingly enough, the book dwelt on a revolution in France, not a
French revolution. Using the adjective would have su^ested that the
revolution was a truly national phenomenon like the "Glorious
Revolution" (86), one which Burke made no bones about terming the
"English Revolution."'^ In a Thomistic' manner, he suggested that the
"revolution in France" was merely occurring within certain frontiers
where the existing anarchy had disbanded men into some Hobbesian
state of nature. As the members of the Constituante did not have "the
sanction and authority of the character under which they first met," they
had "completely altered and inverted all the relations in which they
originally stood," and consequently did "not hold the authority they
exercise[d] under any constitutional law of the state" (275-76)." The
question now was whether Britain was about to follow in such
footsteps. By reassessing the positive features of past France, while
hinting at the troubled manner in which present-dayBritish liberties had
been conquered. Burke both warned against extolling apparent French
imitation, and pointed out that France was singling out for imitation
what had been worst in Britain's past.
The whole undertaking called for tight rope dancing. Absolutism,
admittedly, had been a deplorable episode in French history. Thus there
was no call to suspect Burke himself who was donning the garb of the
official historian of Britain's hallowed liberties. That was brought home
at length in his treatment of the Glorious Revolution (100—119) and his
allusion to Coke and Blackstone (117—18). Now the representation
offered does not, far from it, tally with inquisitive historical exploration,
and, tellingly enough. Burke knew far better than Refkctions actually
voiced. Even his account of Coke and Blackstone on institutional
continuity briefly admits that they exaggerated, as if he was winking at
the learned. In other words, he was using those "'noble' (or just) lies,'
'pious frauds,' the 'ductus obliquus' or 'economy of the truth'" that
Strauss connected with "what we would call 'considering one's social

" Edmund Burke, An Appealfrom the New to the Old Whigs [1791], ed. Norbert Col (Rennes:
Presses universitaires de Rermes, 1996), 76. For uses of the adjective "French" nonetheless,
see Burke, An Appeal, 207, and Norbert Col, Burke, k contrat social et ks revolutions (Rennes:
Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2001), 230 and n.
" Burke's pretended hesitations as to Louis XVI's new title (178) belong to the same mood.
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responsibilities.'"" In Straussian terms again, an "exoteric" rendering of
British history concealed an "esoteric" meaning that was not the less
significant for its not appearing "in the largest number of passages."^^
Put it differently, Burke advised the French about imitating an official
British representation while the learned in Britain were far more
skeptical about it; he thus undercut official British propaganda while
pointing out that the latter was indispensable for the bulk of the
population. Propaganda, in other words, should never be separated
from awareness that it misrepresented history while it created a positive
set of representations that built up a history of moderation. Conversely,
the French had chosen to view themselves as "a gang of Maroon slaves,
suddenly broke loose from the house of bondage, and therefore to be
pardoned for [their] abuse of the liberty to which [they] were not
accustomed and ill fitted." True dignity would have resided in
acceptance that the real slavery of the darker days had been borne
through consideration of "public spirit, and that it was [their] country
[they] worshipped, in the person of [their] king" (123). Such noble selfsuggestion was made irrelevant by the sudden unleashing of
power
in new persons" (91). Novelty, in other words, turned a bUnd eye to
pious frauds and, as a result, paved the way for disaster. Constmcting a
world of new reality was a forgery that made light of human aspirations.
Yet, if that went true of France, it was the same with regard to the
sister country. Burke obliquely indicated that the British themselves
lived in glass houses, as apparent by the episodes of the Great Rebellion
and Stuart absolutism, (94-96,99,166) and should refrain from throw
ing stones at their neighbors. The regrettable lapses indeed went back
the whole way to Henry VIII (217) who, just as the French were doing,
had confiscated Church property. That even was, in a manner, the
foundation of those Protestant liberties exotericaUy praised in 'R^ections.
The sense was that the two national histories had much more in
common than was apparent at first sight. The only consolation, in the
case of Britain, was that time had erased initial asperities. Some of their
aspects could stiU be ritually celebrated, yet reenacting them was clearly
out of the question. Hence, Burke's exoteric message highlighted the
successes achieved in the past, the need to resist their false admirers of

" Strauss, Persecution and the Art ofWriting, 35-36. "Ductus obliquus" occurs by the end of the
first book of Thomas Mere's Utopia.
Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing 30.
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the present day, and the necessity of prophylactic policies with regard
to revolutionary France." The esoteric message, conversely, suggested
the presence of quicksand at the crossroads of politics and national
representations.
^ The Ability of Grasshoppers ^
One must turn to Burke's account of British identity so as to assess the
extent of his fears. Superficially, the note struck was a defiant one as it
contrasted "half a dozen grasshoppers under a fern," the "loud and
troublesome insects of the hour," with the peacefulness and silence of
"thousands of great cattle, reposed beneath the shadow of the British
oak" (181). Clearly, one would have expected another totem against the
backdrop of John Arbuthnot's John Bull (1712) or Burke's own bull in
Sublime and Beautiful}^ A domesticated version of the bovine breed, as
indicated by their ability to live together and bear with one another,
metaphorically enjoyed instinctive transmission of their ancestral virtues:
"Thanks to our suUen resistance to innovation, thanks to the cold
sluggishness of our national character, we stiU bear the stamp of our
forefathers," specifically in rejection of French "atheists" and
"madmen" (181-82). Yet, as often with Burke, things can work both
ways. The natural peacefulness of Britain was, as such, a positive trait;
what was no foregone conclusion was rousing her to action, which
made the outcome perplexing should the French Revolution spread to
her shores. Indeed John Bull was careless; he also loved being
flattered." On discovering that they no longer were a free nation in the
eyes of the French, the British might be tempted to restore a former
ruinous self. In order to keep up with their neighbors, national vanity
could revisit ancestral values for the worse—one, to boot, that had
already obtained, and to which Frenchification was added in 1789.

" See Burke's worries about the "proceedings of the confederation of Nantz" (263n.) and
Mitchell's confirmation (Mitchell, ed., Reflectiom, 308).
" The strength of the ox, being "only useful," was no subject of the sublime, as against the
untamable one of the bull (Edmund Burke, A. Philosophical Enqui^ into the Origins of Our Ideas
of the Sublime and Beautiful [Vlbl,1759], in.^4 Philosophical Enquiry into the Sublimeand Beautfuland
OtherPre-Bevolutionay Writings, ed. David Womersley [London: Penguin, 1998], II, v, 108-9).
" John Arbuthnot, The History of John Bull [1712], ed. Claude Bruneteau (Paris: AubierMontaigne, 1976), I, v, 100.
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The dry and dustyinsect could not but call to mind the stereotyped
portrait of the French.'^ Vanity attached both to their men of letters and
the whole of a nation diverted from its new, revolutionary poverty by
"all the arts of quackish parade, by shew, tumult, and bustle, sometimes
by the alarms of plots and invasions" (211, 239). That such vanity, in
itself innocuous, should have had the dramatic results depicted in
^flections came from a sudden loosening of power (126) that set free
rancor and revengefukiess. Something far more vicious had superseded
the old levity, and British admicers were "grasshoppers" in their
ignoring that the goods they were importing belonged to the vindictive,
destructive brand of tabula rasa. The latter Burke named "ability" and
viewed as a potential predator on "property" (140). However, by
insisting that there was no real talent in the Tiers Etat (129-35), he
apparently destroyed part of that opposition, as his revolutionaries were
destructive half-baked intellects, not only too active ones whose
noxiousness developed from exclusion from property. However, such
a blind spot is so frequent that it calls for investigation.
The phrase, "a non-conforming minister of eminence" (93), is just
as superficially ambiguous as it is univocal in its implications. If Price
was eminently talented, he was all the more dangerous as he was a
politically frustrated Dissenter. If, however, he was a mere agitator, then
he was one of the same ilk as those coming to power in France, but the
prospect was not any the more comforting for that. Indeed, the
"objects" of the Tiers Etat "would be enlarged with their elevation, but
their dispositions and habits, and mode of accomplishing their designs,
must remain the same" (131). As a result, Britain was threatened by the
same pseudo-philosophical takeover that had just obtained in France
along the lines of Laputa and Balnibarbi in Gulliver's Travels (238 and n.),
with their fanatical "professors" or "projectors" whose scientific
experiments Burke was now showing to be applicable to politics. The
chemist and political extremist, Priestley, thus invited another pious
fraud. A close associate of Price in Lansdowne's Bowood Circle, he was
"a man amongst them of great authority, and certainly of great talents."

" See Dr. Rigb/s surprise on discovering, on 5 July 1789, that the French were not as puny
as he had always imagined 0ean-Pierre Poussou,
tern et ks paysans en France et en GrandeBretagne anx XFTIe et XVIIIe decks [Paris: CNED-SEDES, 1999], 485—86). It was in Appeal,
68-70, that Burke connected pre- and revolutionary French vanity while Reflections suggested
a rather more positive vision of ancien regime France.
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Yet the only political use of such ability was to view with a "steady eye"
what he termed the "convulsion in the political world" when it had "so
desirable an effect" as the French Revolution (148), so the insertion
leads the reader to imagine. In fact, quoting from History of the Corruptions
of Christianity (1782), Burke fitted the earlier book to ongoing events,
suggesting that the Dissenter's long-standing views were now meeting
with success.^" Thus the apparently hesitant articulation of ability and
real talent found its solution in the overwhelming articulation of ability,
tabula rasa callousness, and opportunity.
Thus Burke's permanent recourse to ridicule reads like some lastditch effort, some wishful thinking in the teeth of the juggernaut. His
metaphors of liquids were indeed intended to play down danger: Price's
writings were "liquors" that were no longer in demand at home, yet that
the French enthusiastically welcomed, possibly because crossing the
Channel had "meliorated" them (86). On receipt of French ideas, the
sedate revolutionary, Price, sent, from the London Tavern, an address
that Lord Stanhope was to transmit to the National Assembly. "The
fumes of his oracular tripod were not entirely evaporated" (159), and,
arguably, others, of a more terrestrial nature, mixed with the visions of
the tipsy Pythia; nothing, at first sight, that deserved any more serious
blame than the old French vanity. The vision, superficially, was one of
Britain performing some soft-pedal version of her juvenile crises.
Similarly, such undercutting of the cataclysm connected the French
Revolution with comedy's "generational conflict in which the desires of
the younger characters are resisted by paternal or otherwise entranched
interests"; yet, by tying up his fate with that of Lear, in 'Letter to a Noble
Lord (1796), Burke was overturning the comic pattern into that of
drama. "The resourceful protagonists" of comedy,^' far from merely
being snotty brats calling for thorough dmbbing, were, just as tmly, the
hellhounds of a new era, or some scourges sailing a demented sea or
wallowing in orgies, if liquid metaphors are to be preserved. More
precisely, it was qua upstarts that they ushered in havoc. It may be at this
stage that one finds the foundation of Burke's politics in his aesthetics.

^ Needless to say, Priestley's accepting French citizenshipin 1792 must haveseemed to Burke
a good enough confirmation of his earlier misgivings.
Frans De Bruyn, The Uterary Germs of Edmund Burke: The Political Uses of Literary Form
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 186-87, basinghis points about comedy on Northrop Frye,
Anatony of Criticism (Princeton: Princeton University Press,1957), 163.
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Some lip service was indeed paid to the reductio ad absurdum of satirical
literature, yet mixed with it came touches of some more "Gothic"
atmosphere.
The issue of ability and property does not stand apart from those
raised in Sublime and Beautiful. The energy of ability evokes the
connection of the sublime with "some modification of power";^
conversely, the "dehcacy" and "fragility" of beauty^^ link up with the
sluggishness of property in need of protection. No matter the French
deputed inferior intelligence, they were endowed with an energy that led
them onward regardless of consequences. In short, the sublime need
not only come out in the form of grandiose shapes and achievements.
It may well—and possibly Reflections corrects the earlier book in this
respect—soar from the lowest possible figures once the latter benefit
from an opportunity to fulfil their potential. Such, too, is its
multifariousness that it can accommodate vying understandings: France
was clumsily simated between its existing anarchy and the promise of
some impending tightening of power, but in either state it belonged to
the unruliness of the sublime which even defied rational efforts at
forecasting the outcome of its manifestations. While, on the one hand,
previous experience suggested that the Revolution would be terminated
by "some popular general" (342), Cromwell and a few cases out of
Roman history being obvious exemplars of the commonly accepted
notion that history was bound to repeat itself,^"* there nonetheless lurked
the possibility that something totally new was afoot.
Indeed the French Revolution, as an illustration of the new mode
of tabula rasa, demanded new approaches. It was, contra Paine's retort
and its naive belief in objectivity, a necessity to tackle it, like aU histori
ography, in the form of "a narrative or dramatic art."^^ Secondly, while
the exoteric rendering in Reflections described the Glorious Revolution
as cyclical. Burke, being faced with a linear Revolution, was "compelled
to counter one language of linear, irreversible change with another.

^ Bvtrke, Sublime and Beautiful, n, v, 107.
^ Bwke, Sublime and Beautiful, III, xvi, 150.
''' For Burke's notions of history, see Norbert Col, "The limits of Providentialist Interpre
tations of Edmund Burke: What Crime, What Punishment?," in Crime and Punishment in the
British Isles in the Eighteenth Century. Crime et chatiment dans les lies Britanniques au dix-huitieme siecle,
ed. Serge Soupel (Moscow: RuBriCa, 2001), 113-26.
^ De Bruyn, The Literary Genres of Edmund Burke,169—70.
^ De Bruyn, The Literary Genres of Edmund Burke,290.
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This may explain why his revisiting of Sublime and Beautiful hovered in
apparent clumsiness between caricature and acknowledgment of the
monstrous potential of "ability." It drew from
Scriblerian satire—evident in his dismissal of the revolu
tionaries as atheists, enthusiasts, projectors, and speculators;
his characterization of theJacobins in the camivalesque terms
of the masquerade, opera, public fairs, processions, and
popular theatre (harlequinades, raree shows, pantomimes); his
contrast of the heroic with the burlesque and mock-heroic,
the high with the low, the courdy with the criminal; his
gendered attack on his opponents as effeminate and sexually
suspect; and his recourse to the themes and imagery of
metamorphosis, unnatural transformations, and the mon
strous.^^
What De Bruyn identifies with regard to Letters on a Begicide Peace
largely applies to Reflections. More, so does his stress on Burke's Bakhtinian "heteroglossia," as apparent "when thesocial, political, and ideologi
cal authority of an agreed-upon discourse is called into question and a
stable language becomes contested ground." Thus he was moving one
stage further than Scriblerian satire "under the pressure of extraordinary
political circumstances."^® Part of the explanation was of a linguistic
nature in that the new political chaos was still in need of adequate
terminology that might help master it. There was no equivalent for such
an expression as 'siecle des Lumieres'in English. Yet if'Enlightenment'
had not yet come to existence,^' eighteenth-century Britain had 'light' at
its disposal, and this explains Burke's handling of clumsy
approximations to refer to the goings-on among French and British
revolutionaries. In Ructions,he used the singular "light," not the plural
that a better translation from the French demanded, in an enumeration
of all that he found fault with: "Phihsoply, Light, Liberality, the Rights of

De Bruyn, The Literary Genres of Edmund Burke, 212-13.
^ De Bruyn, The Literaiy Genres of Edmund Burke, 222.
® J. C. D. Clark has indicated that the word "Enlightenment" dates from the nineteenth
century only (English Society, 1660-1832: Belityon, Ideolop, and Politics during the Ancien Betyme
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000], 9 and n.).
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Metf' (218);^ he may have been thinking about the Quakers' inner light
to describe the unabashed break with all traditions and establishments,
compounding it the year after with a quotation, in the plural this time,
from Samuel Buder's indictment of the Puritans in Hudibras-. they "Have
lights, where better eyes are blind, / As pigs are said to see the wind."^'
In a word, he was trying to translate French experience into abhorred
British categories, together with insisting that such novelty within
French experience itself might give a new, dangerous twist to traditions
of imitation.

^ "Gentis incunabula nostrae" ^
Prophylactic policies indeed were aU the more indispensable as France
was the source of all that had civilized Britain,"gentis incunabula nostrad'
(174)^^ or the "cradle of our people": "In England we are said to learn
manners at second-hand from your side of the water, and that we dress
our behaviour in the frippery of France. If so, we are still in the old cut"
(163). Sarcasm, as ever, barely covered the possibility of a permanently
magnetic France drawing Britain some sinister way. In Appeal, Burke
was to take the more usual outlook on the relationship between the two
countries when insisting that the British should be proud of their
constitution so eagerly praised by Montesquieu in the recent past.^^ But
at the time of 'Reflections, the aim was mainly to defeat the disquieting
mixmre of British smug complacency and enthusiastic welcoming of
alien revolutionary ideas. By leaving out the French Enlightenment's
admiration of Britain, Burke neatly cancelled the relevance of British
freethinking and atheism (186) so as to bring his own countrymen back

™ When it comes to "Rights of Men," not "Man," one should not necessarily view Burke's
blunder as indicative of an opposition between concrete, acceptable rights versus abstract,
unacceptable rights. His terminology is so shifting (and Price uses "men" too) on both sides
of the alleged divide that it is safer to consider that he did not pause for rigorous categories.
See Col, Burke, k contrat socialet ks revolutions, 191-94.
An Appeal, 124.
A slight misquote of Virgil's "gentis cunabula nostrae" {Aendd, iii,1. 105). See O'Brien, ed.,
Bsflections, 386.
Burke, An Appeal, 200. Montesquieu wasalso mentionedfor hispraises of the"classification
of the citizens" by "the great legislators of antiquity" (300). The allusion is to De I'EspritdesLeis
[1748], ed. Robert Derathe, 2 vols.(Paris: Gamier et Bordas, 1973 and 1990), vol. I, II, ii,
16-17.
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to their senses. In this, he was attempting a historical revision that
ultimately proved unsuccessful.
Indeed, there is no elaboration on French influence in R^edtons,
and Montesquieu himself is so briefly evoked that a circuitous analysis
is indispensable. The passage is a crowning touch to Burke's
observation that the revolutionaries have "[laid] low every thing which
had lifted its head above the level, or which could serve to combine or
rally, in their distresses, the disbanded people under the standard of old
opinion" (298). In between Louis XV's and the Revolution's
suppressions, Louis XVI's restoration of the Parlements conversely
pointed to an aborted compatibility with Britain. The grotesque Tiers
Etat and lower clergy could by no means compete with the Houses of
Westminster, nor, implicitly, with the dissolved Parlements. When
writing to Fran^ois-Louis-Thibault de Menonville, the year after. Burke
made it plain that he was weU aware of instimtional differences.^'* But
stylization, in ReJIectiom,based on terminological proximity, was part and
parcel of an exoteric teaching stressing that France had briefly been on
the point of building free institutions on the vestiges of what she had
owned together with the rest of Europe, even though it had been
completely preserved, and successfully adapted, in Britain alone (123).
With the peaceful demise of absolutism under Louis XVI, (241) France
could have edged toward greater proximity with Britain as the ancien
regime was fitted for "a British constimtion," (236) which radically
overturned the "gentis incunabula nostrai' connection.
As a result, one must admit that it was not truly politics that stood
at the back of Burke's mind. He was referring to a cultural atmosphere
from before the turn of the seventeenth century and early eighteenth
cenmry where Paul Hazard identified the place where French yielded to
British influence.^^ Burke was actually thinking about those "manners"
that had subdued even the grossest appetites (170—71), a concept which
Montesquieu had resorted to,^** one which stood at the basis of politics
and made up for the absence of a truly acceptable political order. It was
a world of politeness which, as Burke was aware of, had held sway over
the whole of eighteenth-century Europe, while the new world of "light"

^ The "constitution by estates, was the natural and only just representation of France" (Burke,
hetter to a Member of the NaHonat Assembly, 1791, Works, 2:554).
Paul Ha^ard, IM crise de la conscience eurvpeenne: 1680—1715 (Paris: Fayard, 1961), 61—69.
^ Montesquieu, De fEsprit des Lois,vol. I, XIX, xxvi, 337.
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was about to dismantle it. But there was something of a red rag in his
pressing the point.
Britons, in his eyes, were faced with a stark choice. A case in point
bore on monastical orders: "The monks are lazy" (271). The gibe cannot
be taken at face value,^^ even if Burke stopped short of genuine
apologetics and contented himself with stating that monasteries were
not any more useless than other institutions of definitely worse repute,
such as "brothels, and gaming-houses" or "petites maisons, and petits
souperd' (272-73). Characteristically banking on ambiguity, since"petitesmaisonsco\M. mean either lunatic asylums or houses in which mistresses
were kept,"^® he suggested that, given the limited lights of a Catholic
nation, its old weaknesses and superstitions were far preferable both to
the libertinage of its former aristocracy and the bmtality of its new
masters. The passage, it is worth noting, had been prepared by giving
preference to the "superstition which builds"—clearly, Catholi
cism—over "that which demolishes"—namely the new philosophy
(269)—and by so doing Burke preserved both the possibility of
Protestant superiority and the necessity exactly to locate where the real
enemy lay. Secondly, he had stressed that issues no longer were what
they used to be, and that the salient feature of Anglicanism, at the time,
was an aU the more effective tolerance as it was based on "zeal" (187),
meaning love "for the substance of religion," not hate of other faiths
(257). There consequently was no reason why such tolerance should not
extend to a persecuted French Catholicism. That the message was lost
on his readership is sufficiently indicated by Pxfkctions rekindling the old
accusations that Burke must be a crypto-Catholic who had been
educated by the Saint-OmerJesuits.^' Speaking out in favor of a France
that might have developed a cyclical revolution on the British pattern
was interpreted as the ramblings of some provocateur who did not
perceive that the cyclical return was precisely being achieved and that
there was no tabula rasa at aU.

This is ail the more revealing as there was widespread agreement, even among the Catholic
secular clergy, that monastic orders came short of contributing anything positive; Jean
Delumeati, L« catholicisme entre Luther et Voltaire (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1971),
300.
Mitchell, ed.. Ructions, 309.
" Mitchell, ed.. Writings and Speeches, 24-25.
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% Conservatism and Sexuality ^
In Burke's reading, France and Britain were, at the time of the
Revolution, in danger of losing their long-standing, paradoxical
relationship, as if they were bound permanendy to be star-crossed
lovers. Indeed, revolutionary France was the clearest indication that "the
age of chivalry is gone." How coiild the sluggish British be roused to
chivalrous action when "ten thousand swords" had not "leaped from
their scabbards to avenge even a look that threatened [the queen] with
insult" (170) among the nation that had been, until recendy, Britain's
gentis incunabula nostra^ Again, one is invited to turn to Sublime and
beautiful as a delineation of the worries of the later Burke.
The politics of 'Reflections originated in the earlier book's strongly
sexual patterns. Burke brought together "the female sex," "weakness
and imperfection" and concluded that "Beauty in distress is much the
most affecting beauty.'"*® Sexual connotations grew clearer in 'Reflections,
as shown by his invention of the queen's fleeing her attackers "almost
naked" (171).'** It also was his hope, nourished by reports that she was
showing "the dignity of a Roman matron," that "in the last extremity
she will save herself from the last disgrace, and that if she must fafl, she
will fall by no ignoble hand" (169). In open deviation from Christian
teaching, suicide is recommended when necessity elicits an individual
response of a similar magnimde to the national one in 1688. Yet the
particular nature of the danger is ambiguous, articulating as it does the
more obvious one (murder or execution) with the potentiality of sexual
attack, the latter being suggested in the queen's semi nakedness. At this
stage Burke's imagery has decidedly left the strictly political domain to
search the murky bases of the human psyche.'*^
One is, at this jimcture, bound to mention Isaac Kramnick's
contention that Burke's sexual ambivalence led him to oscillate between
aristocratic softiiess and the masculinity of the radical bourgeois in his
jointNonconformistandJacobin versions. Yethe contents himself with
Burke, Sublime and Beautiful, III, ix, 144.
•" See Ronald Paulson,"Burke's Sublime and the Representation of Revolution," in Culture and
Politics from Puritanism to the Enlightenment, ed. Perez Zagorin (Berkeley; University of California
Press, 1980), 245.
® In the same vein,Appeal Aevotes to the near rape of the constitution a few particularly bmtal
lines: "Let the lady be passive, lest the ravisher should be driven to force. Resistance would
only increase his desires" l^\xike..An Appeal, 186).
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tracing Burke's phallic symbols in ^flections, balking at first psychoana
lyzing the Jacobins as unconscious wielders of those penile clubs,
knives, and head-sporting pikes stigmatized by Burke together with a
host more. Undoubtedly there is stylistic ambivalence in ^flections. But
Kramnick's conclusions ignore the much more relevant Scriblerian
mode and Burke's continuous use of linguistic manipulation. It appears
in his characteristic resort to another liquid metaphor, a seminal one in
more ways than one. Kramnick only envisages the latter as evidence of
permrbed sexuality.''^ In fact. Burke was taking to task Price who, after
Hugh Peters and his own ramblings on Charles I's entry as a prisoner
into London, gave his own version of the nunc dimittis, "prophaning the
beautiful and prophetic ejaculation"; a few pages further down. Burke
mocked the possibility of consecrating the Journees d'octobre by
"fervent prayer and enthusiastick ejaculation" (157—59,165).''^
While not dismissing the strong sexual innuendo ("fervent prayer
and enthusiastick ejaculation" indeed belongs to schoolboy humor, at
the crossroads of redundancy and insinuation of the other, biological
meaning), one is invited to consider its metaphysical and political
importance. After the Price-related metaphor of liquors, one has a new,
now eruptive, variation on another stained spring combining seminal
disburdening and fanaticism—enthusiasm indeed had long been the
term in use. That the stained spring was also spent, if not, Onan-like, on
the ground then within the profaners' own gowns, pointed to the
ultimate impotence of revolutionary thinking that drew itself to
autoerotic climaxes to the mne of its own perverted rhetoric. A variant
was "the Theban and Thracian orgies, acted in France" (165). Indeed
the context refers to the cannibalism attributed to revolutionaries,''^ but
the latter seem to have reverted to some infantile oral stage. To crown
it aU, a later reference to "the principle of evil himself,incorporeal, pure,
unmixed, dephlegmated, defecated evil'"*^ points to a final kind of

Isaac Kramnick, The Ra^e of Edmund Burke: Portrait of anAmUvaknt Conservative (New York:
Basic Books,1977), 154. Correctives to Kramnick can be found in Paulson,"Burke's Sublime
and the Representation of Revolution," 249, criticizinga December 1975 paper by Kramnick
where Burke's sexual and scatological obsessions were already being psychoanalyzed, and
F. P. Lock, Burke's Ructions on the Revolution in France (London: Allen and Unwin, 1985),
197—98, even if the latter refrains from working out the full potential of Burke's rhetoric.
** It is not to the point to consider Price's rather limp correctives to Burke's reading.
Lock, Burke's R^ections on the Revolution in France, 198.
Burke, Letter to a Noble Jijsrd, 1796, Works, 5:141.
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deviance: the last epithet, priggishly taken, clearly means quintessential,
but there just as clearly was more to it. Constantine Copronymus-like,
revolutionaries were just as iconoclastic as he was. Burke's cultivation
of ambiguity derived from intertextuality, and his association of the
J acobins with worship of Satan's anus came from Milton, Dryden, Swift,
Pope, and time-honored intermingling of pride,impiety, and rebellion.''^
Ambivalence was just as conscious as it was given far-reaching
diffusion.'^®
Yet there also was actual danger when it came to would-be
protectors of the vanishing order. What could beauty rely on for
protection? Remrning to French aristocratic swords immobile in their
scabbards, one has to envisage the resignation of a voyeur-hke order
attending the performance of predatory revolution. Burke himself was
not, in his exaggerated elaborations, above such accusations. Similarly,
the hereditary transmission of ancestral virtues among the "great cattle"
was undercut by the sterility of oxen and underlying fear that Britain
was spent. Manners, in other words, had only been a fragile coating over
barbarity unless they were becoming an alibi for unmanliness. The only,
fragile though it was, hope was in another ideal. His definition of the
"gentleman," with a wink at the Roman equestrian, most likely Cicero
and his stubborn resistance to liberticide innovation, accorded much
more to a combination of birth and education than to titles stricto sensu.
Appeal is decisive in this realm,"*' even though Burke never went the
whole length of indicting the British nobility as such. He was a "heroic"
upholder of the ideal of the gentleman "whose role mutated in the
course of the eighteenth century from an attenuated version of the
renaissance courtier (in the mode of Castiglione's courtly ideal) to
exemplar of civic virtue."®"In this again there was much that connected
him to Swift and his circle.®* The gentleman as he understood him was
the battlements behind which older institutions could survive, provided
that they did not yield to the lure of unbalanced democracy.

•*' Paulson, "Burke's Sublime and the Representation of Revolution," 249.
^ See the horse and god in Sublime and Beautiful, 11, v, 108-9,110-12.
Bmkt, An Appeal, 154—56.
^ De Bruyn, The Literaty Genres of Edmund Burke, 113.
" The major difference is that Burke did not reject the British monied interest—France was
quite another matter—as sweepingly as Swift did.
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Yet such a defense of the political and ecclesiastical establishment
came from one who originally belonged to ability, not property.^^
Burke's status was even lower than Cicero's. Such awareness was, a few
years later, to give Letter to a Noble Lord much of its bite. More, his
identity remained to the end, although he understandably abstained
from insistence, that of an Irishman.®^ There is something poignant in
his assuming the identity of a Briton in Reflections and, more tellingly
still—^England being viewed as the heart of British liberties—of an
Englishman in AppeaP^ where nothing is said of his emancipation
campaigns respecting the island of his bkth. The gap is so obvious that
it becomes the place where eveiything Burldan is made intelligible in the
light of "an oppressed and dangerous Ireland."^^ Plis ideal construction
of France and Britain moving together along the lines of both Glorious
Revolution and rediscovery of pre-absolutist institutions came to hit
against Ireland's scandalous situation. Law in revolutionary France was
subservient to the will and power of the moment, but there was little in
Britain's attitude with regard to John Bull's other island that could
suggest a more optimistic outlook.^'' Each of the two major countries
being the other's gentis incunabula nostrae hardly meant anything as long
as Ireland still suffered from this or that vestige of the penal laws.
Burke's Irish identity thus made him the covert critic of what might well
have been the best political order, yet one that was stiU miles away from
any satisfactory correspondence with the order of the universe. Hence
the strength of his pro-Catholic pronouncements from Reflections
onwards, partly motivated by his belief that Catholicism was the surest
ally against Jacobinism, partly owing to "the release of an inner
indignation long pent up by prudent policy."®^
Thus the isolated plea of an assumed Briton in favor of his
assumed homeland against the latter's misdirected fascination with
heterogeneous ideas was based on even greater isolation. The private
Burke's anguished misgivings about Louis XVI and Marie-Antoinette
belonged to the same mood as his Irish dissidence from Britain, even

O'Brien, ed.,V^ections, 20.
" His enemies, foremostamong them Paine and Mary Wollstonecraft, did not balk at tubbing
salt into the wound.
"As a man, and as an Englishman" (Burke, y4x Agjieat, 20).
O'Brien, ed., Reflections, 33.
Col, Burke, le contrat social et les revolutions, 256—57.
O'Brien, ed.. Reflections, 39^0.
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though the latter, in such circumstances, could hardly have been voiced.
While the pubUc Burke was toiUng in order to bridge the gap between
Britain and the ancien regime, representation of the British order,
positive though it was, was just a provisional good in the face of the
greater evil of the French Revolution, as there still remained the thorn
in the side of the Irish question.

